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What currently endangered animals 
are related to extinct ones?



The Linked Open Data Cloud [1]

Whaaaat?!



Let’s use Wikidata

The Linked Open Data Cloud [1]
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The problem



Data consumption - SPARQL endpoints

Virtuoso SPARQL Query Editor



Data consumption - Explorers

Tabulator: Exploring and analyzing linked data on the semantic web [2]



Data consumption - Explorers

Experimenting with explorator: a direct manipulation 
generic rdf browser and querying tool [3]



Data consumption - Faceted Search

FACETED SEARCH OVER RDF-BASED KNOWLEDGE GRAPHS [4]



Data consumption - Visual Query Builders



Data consumption - Visual Query Builders



Data consumption - Visual Query Builders



User interfaces and mental models

Data model Representation Mental model

Data model: 
RDF

External structure:
Visualization tool

Mental model:
User’s own ideas about 

how the visualization 
tool works



What users believe they 
know about a UI 

strongly impacts how 
they use it

The internal representation is 
created from the external 

representation

Most visualization tools do not 
allow users to see the graph 
behind.

Visual query builders do not 
provide enough information for 
the user to understand the 
system.
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Our proposal



Visual Query Language



Our proposal
https://www.rdfexplorer.org

https://dbpedia.rdfexplorer.orgWe want to create a 
visualization tool that, by 

reducing the gap between 
the data model and the 
external structure, helps 
lay users to explore RDF 

datasets and create 
SPARQL queries.

https://gitlab.com/imfd-public/rdfexplorer

https://www.rdfexplorer.org
https://www.rdfexplorer.org
https://gitlab.com/imfd-public/rdfexplorer
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Study design

Test subjects use two different 
user interfaces to complete a set 
of tasks of increasing complexity.

Wikidata query service
v/s

RDF Explorer

We perform a task-driven user study. 
Ideal for technique-driven works.

We evaluate the idiomatic level of the 
application, which verifies whether the 
representation used and the interactions 
within the interface are appropriate.

The same users will use both user 
interfaces (within subject study) 
balancing the user interface that was 
used for the first time (counterbalancing)



Dependent 
variables 

● Completeness ratio

● Correct RDF resources 
obtained (ratio)

● Correct query shape

● Time

Independent 
variables 

● User interface used

● Task difficulty



Baseline: Wikidata Query Helper (WQH)



Tasks in the study

Task # Task Group 1 Task Group 2
1 Find all dogs Find all actors

2 Find all popes who are female
Find all German soccer 
players who participated in 
FIFA 2014

3 Find all mountains located in 
European countries

Find all container ships 
located in European countries

4 Find all emperors whose father 
is also an emperor

Find all physicists whose 
spouse is also a physicist

5
Find all Nobel prize winners with 
a student who won the same 
Nobel prize

Find all participants of an 
Olympic sport with a relative 
who participates in the same 
sport



Tasks in the study



Tasks in the study



Study setup

28 students (only database course taken, no knowledge about semantic web), split 
into 4 groups by initial interface and tasks.

TLX and 
subjective 
questions

TLX and 
subjective 
questions
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Tasks 1- 5

Tool 1
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Tasks 1- 5

Tool 2

45 minutes

40 minutes

5 minutes
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Results



Completeness ratio



Correct triples



Correct query shape



paired-t
validation

Parameters:
● d: average between averages difference

● s  : standard deviation

● n: number of measurements (28)

● 𝛂: significance level (0,05)

● df: freedom degrees (27)

● Obtaining  t    =  2, 052

● If t∗ ≥ t      we reject null hypothesis

_

d

crit

crit

H  : d ≤ 0  (Same results or WQH better).

H  : d > 0  (RDF Explorer better)

_

_
0

A



Hypotheses validation
We divided the main hypothesis in three. Null hypothesis is either there is no 
difference between results among WQH and RDF Explorer or results are better in 
WQH.

1. Ha: Test subject generates more correct queries using RDF Explorer

Null hypothesis rejected, validating  alternative hypothesis obtaining a 
statistically significant result (with d = 0,1714, sd  = 0,2813, t* = 3.22 > tcrit ).

2. Hb: Test subject finds more correct results using RDF Explorer

Null hypothesis is NOT rejected (d = 0,06, sd  = 0,2609, t* = 1.1947 < tcrit)

3. Hc: Test subject generates more correct query graphs using RDF Explorer

Null hypothesis rejected, validating  alternative hypothesis obtaining a 
statistically significant result (d = 0,1928, sd  = 0,2801, t* = 3.643 > tcrit)
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Conclusions & Future work



● Using RDF Explorer, users without knowledge about 
graphs can explore RDF databases and generate SPARQL 
queries more effectively than with our baseline

● Drawing queries allows users to solve more complex tasks; 
however this affects negatively the tool's learning curve

Conclusions 



● Add missing SPARQL operators compliant with the language

● Improve query response times

● Show how mental models affect problem resolution using 
RDF Explorer

● Transform from SPARQL queries to our visual representation

● Federate queries using the interface and actually visually 
query Linked Data

Future work



Thanks!
The authors of this paper, 
Hernán Vargas, Carlos 
Buil-Aranda, Aidan Hogan 
and Claudia López are living 
on Chile. 
We are currently on protests 
against inequality!
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A mental model is:

The user's internal representation of the user interface with the following 
characteristics [5]:

1. The system's structural properties and behavior are preserved in the mental 
model.

2. A mental model can preserve schematic, semantic and specific information 
about the data represented

3. Given a task, a mental model from an interactive visualization is built and 
simulated in memory to help reasoning



Time results 



NASA-TLX



User satisfaction results


